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ABSTRACT
A  Comparison  of  Traditional  and  Checklist  lndlvlduallzed
Education  Programs  f or  Artlculatlon
Disorders      (May   1986)
Amella  Toland  Hood,   B.S.,  Appalachlan  State  University
M.A. ,  Appalachlan  State  University
Thesis  Chairperson:     Edward  C.  Hutchlnson
The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  compare  the  efficiency,   the
time  economy,   and   the  individuality  of  a  §tudent's  program,   of  a
checklist      Indlvldualized      Education      Program      (IEP)      and      a
handwritten   IEP    for   articulation   disorders.      The    subjects,    a
group   of   Speech-Language  Pathologists,   were   asked   to   select   the
checklist  IEP  or  the  handwritten  IEP  as  their  preferred  choice  of
developing  IEPs.
The   subjects   were    30   Speech-Language    Pathologists    (SLPs)
from    Forsyth    and    Watauga    Counties.      These    SLPs    examined    the
checklist  IEP  for  articulation  disorders  which  was  developed  for
the  study,  and  completed  a  questionnaire  ln  October  1985.
The  data  were  analyzed  by  means  of   the  Student's  t-test  and
Chl  Square  for  association.     Frequency  dlstrlbutlon  was  also  used
to  describe  the  data.     The  Student's  t-test  and  Chl  Square  showed
positive  correlations  between  several  pairs  of  ltetn8  from  the
111
questionnaire.       The     frequency    distrlbutlon     showed     that     the
handwritten   IEP   was   no   better   at   providing   lndividuallty   of   a
student's   program   than   the   checklist   IEP.     Subjects  were   almost
equally   dlvlded   on   this    aspect.      It   was   also   shown   that    the
checklist  IEP  does  save  time  and  ls  more  efficient.     Flnally,   the
subjects   preferred   the   checklist   IEP   instead   of   the  handwritten
IEP.
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Chapter  I
INTRODUCTION
Colnmunlcation   is   a   process   by  which   everyone   functlons   and
survives.       Children    who    do    not    have    effective    communication
skills  suffer  in  every  aspect  of  life,  tnost  importantly  in  their
academic    and    social    lives     (Dubllnske,     1978a).       The    handicap
experienced  by  speech  and  language  lmpalred  children  ls  extremely
subtle.      Although   these   children   appear   normal,    and   may   be   of
average    lntelllgence,    they    are    prevented    from    comunlcating
effectively.
Current ly ,       children       with       handicaps       are       receiving
considerable    attention    in    federal    legislation.      There    is    a
greater    awareness    of    this    group    of    children,    once    ignored,
prompting   Amerlca's    government    and   people    to    deal   uith    them.
Comunlcatively      handicapped      persons      have      emerged      as      an
ldentif lable  group  for  whom  programing  and   special   services  are
being  provided  ln  the  public  school  system  (Britt,1984).
As   required   by   Public   Law   94-142,   passed   in   November   1975,
(United   States   Office   of   Education,1977),   persons   who   provide
special    services,    1ncludlng    speech-language    pathologlscs,    are
required  to  develop  an  lndlvlduallzed  education  program  (IEP)   for
every  student  served  ln  their  caseloads.     While  IEPs  are  valuable
management  tools,   developing  them  is  an  extremely  time  consunlng
task  for   thei  SLP   (Dublinske,1980).     The   IEP   ls   a  valuable  device
and   will   probably   remain   ln   the   public   schools.      However,   when
SLPs  are  mandated  by  state  or  local   policy  to  work  with  caseloads
of    60,    80,    or    more    students,     it    becomes    too    time    consuming
(Dubllnske,1980).      It   appears   that   the   SLP   is   overworked   with
1)   caseloads   that   are   too   large,     2)   excessive  paperwork  for  all
of   these   students,    including   IEPs,   dlagnostic   findings   reports,
lesson   plans,    and   daily   data   records,    and      3)    additional   time
consuming    duties     such     as     traffic     duty,     teachers    meetings,
professional   meetings,    and   continuing   education   sessions.      The
IEP    has    become    yet    one    more    clerical    matter    that     reduces
available    therapy   time.      SLPs   do   not   have   sufficient    time    to
generate    a   handwritten    IEP    for    so    many    children,    and    do    it
efficiently.
There     ls     a    need     to     assist     the     SLP     to     perf orm    more
effectively.     The   SLP's   first   priority   is   the   student   and   the
student's  problem.     Therefore,   therapy  must   take  precedence   over
all  the  actlvltles  a  cliniclan  must  perform.     Af ter  therapy.   the
time     remaining     ls     used     for     additional     duties.       For    most
cllnicians,   this   ls   a   small  amount   of   time,   and   there   is   a  need
to  execute   these  duties   as   quickly   and   effectively   as   possible.
In    the    ideal    situation,    an   attempt    should    be   made    co    reduce
paperwork  and  thus  allow  time  for  the  primary  obligation.
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The  purposes  of   this  study  were  to     I)   examine  which  IEP  the
SLPs   chose,   the   checklist   or   the   handwritten,      2)    to   determine
whether     the     checklist     f ormat    was    more     ef f lclent     than     the
handwritten   IEP,   and     3)   to   ascertain  whether   the   checklist   IEP
adequately   indlvldualized   the   program   for   a   student.      This   IEP
issue   is   of  major   concern   to   a   large   percentage   of   SLPs,   since
PL  94-142    affects    43    percent    of    American    Speech    and    Hearing
Association     (ASHA)     membership     (Sarnecky,     Dubllnske,     &    Laney,
1980).     The  checklist   fomat  was  compared  to   the  less  structured
fomat  of  general  IEPs  currently  used.     The  questions  asked  were:
I)   do  the  SLPs  prefer  the  checklist  IEP  over  the  handwritten  IEP?
2)    is   the   checklist   IEP   more   ef f icient   than   the   handwritten?
3)   does   the   checklist   IEP   indlvldualize  the  child's  program  more
than  the  handwritten?     The  comparison  was  made  through  the  use  of
selected  teachers'   attitudes  and  rating  scales  comparing  the  two
fomats.
Many    professionals    are    searching    for    and    attempting    to
develop     better     ways     to     implement     PL     94-142.        To     be     more
productive,     the    SLP    needs    to    find    more    efficient    means    of
managing   non-therapy   time.     A  means   of   being   more   productive   is
to  develop  an  IEP   that   indlvldualizes  a  child  and   requires   less
time  to  complete.
This    study    was    extremely    important    because,     currently,
teachers  are  under  close  scrutiny  by  supervisors  and  the  American
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public     concerning     teaching     competencles.       When     all     of     the
paperwork    and    extra    activities    teachers    must    accomplish    is
considered,    it    becomes    difficult    for    the    teacher    to    polish
teaching  skills.     It  ls  important  to  provide  a  more  effective  and
efficient   means   to   plan   for   students.     Paperwork   ls   a   part   of
every  job,   but  for  the  SLP,   if   it   ls   reduced,   then  more  tine   is
spent  ln  therapy,   helping  those  children  for  whom  therapy  ls  now
mandated .
Hypotheses
To  facilitate  the  analysl§  of  the  data,   the  hypotheses  were
tested  at  the  .05  level  of  significance.
Hypothesis    I:      SLPs   will   prefer   the   checklist   IEP   format
over  their  handwritten  IEP  format.
Hypothesis     2:       SLPs    will    find     the    checklist    IEP    more
efficient  than  the  handwritten  IEP.
Hypothesis    3:       SLPs    will    find    that     the    checklist    IEP
provides   more   indlviduallty   of   a   student   than   the   handwritten
IEP.
Null  Hypothesis:    There  will  be  no  slgnlflcant  difference  ln
SLP's   preferences   between   the   checklist   IEP   format   and   the   IEP
format  currently  used.
Llmitatlons  of  the  Study
I.       The   subject   population   was   limited   to   SLPs   in   For8yth
and  Watauga  Counties,  North  Carolina.
2.       The    study    included   a   small   number   of   cllniclans    for
making   a   statistical   comparison.      Random   sampling   was
not  feasible  under  these  limitations.
3.       Due      to      time      restraints,      the      questlonnalre      was
administered  by  mail.
Chapter   11
REVIEW  OF   RELATED   LITERATURE
Introduction
Although    physically    handlcapplng    disorders     are    usually
thought      of      when      the      word       "handicapped"       is      mentioned,
speech-language     impaired     students     account     for     the     largest
percentage   of   all   handicapped   students.     On   a   national   basis,
speech    inpaired    children    account    for     37.4    percent     of     all
handicapped  children  receiving  services.    Deaf ,  hearing  impaired,
and     speech     lnpaired     together     total     39.2     percent     of     all
handicapped    children.      Each   state   and    local    education   agency
receives   PI.   94-142   funds   based   on   speech   and   language   impaired
child     count     figures.       Communicatively     handicapped     children
generate     the     largest     amount     of     funds      (Dubllnske,      1978b).
Colnmunlcatively     handicapped     students     have     problems     such     as
stutcerlng,  inpalred  articulation,  language  deviance,  or  aberrant
voice    production,    which    adversely    affect    a    chlld's    academic
performance   (Samecky,  Dublinske,   &  Laney,1980).
Four  years   before   the   passage   of   PL   94-142,   Chapter   766   1n
Massachusetts   State  Law  was   passed,   and   lt   served   ln   part   as   a
model     for     the     Education     of     All    Handicapped    Children    Act.
Therefore,   1t   could   be   evaluated   to   see   what   kind   of   effect   PL
94-142  would  have.     In  a  survey  concerning  Chapter   766,   given  to
211       SLPs      attending      workshops      ln      Massachusetts,      definite
profe§slonal    activity    changes    were    illustrated.       The    results
showed    that    one    of    the    most    obvious    increases    occurred    ln
paperwork  and  report  writing.
What   the  IEP  ls
The   IEP   is   a   key   component   of   PL   94-142   (Ballard   &   Zettel,
1978).       Teachers    are    mandated    by    lan    to    develop    a    written
document   for   each  handicapped   child,   regardless   of   the   severity
of   the   handicap   (Dublinske,1978a).     The   lan  mandated   extensive
identlflcation  and  evaluation  procedures  for  children,  as  well  as
a   full   services   goal   1ncludlng  programs   for   speech   and   language
impaired ,       learning       dlsab led ,       visually      handicapped ,       and
emotionally   handicapped.     It   guaranteed   due   process   procedures,
regular  parent  consultation,  co"prehenslve  personnel  development ,
the  least   restrictive   educational  environment,   nondlscrlminatory
testing  and  evaluation,   confldentlality  of  data  and  information,
and  a  written  IEP  for  each  child.
The   IEP   ls   a   management   tool   designed   to   ensure   that   each
handicapped   child   is   provided   an   appropriate   special   education.
A§    a    management    tool,     the    IEP    can    be    used    to    direct     the
development   of   a   more   detailed   lnstructlon   plan.      The   detailed
plan   ls   £8±   required   for   federal   compliance    (Dublinske,    1980).
Many  state  and  local  education  agencies   (LEAs)   require  procedures
that    exceed    the    requirements    of   PL   94-142.      Congress    did    not
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intend    i-or    the    IEP    process    to    become    a    burdensome    acclvity.
Unfortunately,    some    school    systems    have    become    over-conscious
about   compliance,   and   have   complicated   matters   (Sarnecky   et   al.
1980) .
One   important   ef feet   of   the   demand   for   accountabllity
and    documentation    in   making    IEP    decisions    has    been
excessive   concern   over   coDpllance   with   the   procedural
requirements    of   PL   94-142   and    its    regulations.   with
some  loss  of  concern  for  substantive  compliance.     While
procedural   compliance   ensures    (as   some   wits   have   put
1[)    "staying    out    of    jail,"    it    does    not    guarantee
substantive  compliance--the  development  of  a  successful
program   for   an    individual    student.      The   dlstlnctlon
between     procedural     and     substantive     compliance     ls
important  because  it   reminds  us  that   lt  ls  possible   to
meet   the  letter  of  the  law,  without  meeting  its  intent
(Deno   &  Mirkln,1980,   p.   95).
The   IEP  Process   and  Requirements  According  to  PL  94-142
PL  94-142  regulations  do  not  specify  format  or  letigth  of  the
IEP.     These  aspects  have  been  left  to  the  dlscretlon  of  state  and
local  agencies   (Dubllnske,1980).
The  required  components  of   the  IEP  are:
I.       Statement  of  the  child's  present  level  of  performance
2.       Statement  of  anntial  goals
3.       Short-term  lnstructlonal  goals
4.       Statement    of     the    specific    educational    and    related
services  to  be  provided  to  the  child
5.       Extent   to  which   the  child  will   be   able   to   participate
ln  the  regular  educational  program
6.      Projected  date  of  initiation  of  services
7.      Anticipated  duration  of  services
8.      Appropriate      objective      criteria      to      determine      lf
instructional  objectives  are  achieved
9.      Evaluatlve    procedures    to    determine    lf    instructional
objectlve§  are  achieved
10.       Schedule  of  annual  review   (Dublinske,   1978a,   p.   388)
The  steps  involved  ln  developing  an  IEP  are:
I.      Referral
2.       Notice  of  assessment
3.       Assessment
4.       Notice  o£   IEP  team  meeting
5.       IEp  team  meeting
a.  report  assessment  f indings
b.  determlnatlon  of  ellglbillty
c.  selection  of  goals
d.   selection  of  short  term  objectives
e.  determination  of  placement
f .  consent  to  placement
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6.       Annual  review
a.   assessment
b.   team  meeting
i.   report  assessment  findings
2.   determination  of  placetnent
3.   long-term  goals
4.   short-tern  goals   (Enell  &  Barrick,   1983,   p.   233)
As  a  part  of  the  IEP  team,   the  SLP  should  serve  as:
I.      Provider  of   information--the  cllnlclan  has  a  knowledge
of     district     programs,     and     can     give     the     parents
inforlnation  on  what  ls  possible  for  the  child.
2.      Advocate  for  each  child--because  the  cliniclan  sees  the
student  individually  or  ln  small  groups,   he  or  she  is
best   quallf led   to   suggest   program   choices   to   benef lt
the  child.
3.       Consultant  for  the  parents  in  program  planning.
(Miller,   1980,   p.   80)
It  has  been  conservatively  estimated  that  the  amount  of  time
involved   ln  the  planning,   wrltlng,   and  meeting  stage  of   the   IEP
is   nearly   five   hours   per   child,    1f   everything   goes    smoothly
(Gerardl,    Grohe,    Benedict,    &   Coolidge.    1984).      In    the   case   of
reluctant  or  uncooperatlve  parents,  this  single  provlslon  can  add
five   additional   hours   per   child   to   the   IEP   process.     A   chlld's
IEP   can   involve   from   five   to   fifteen   pages,    depending   on   the
extent   of   the   child's   involvement   ln   regular  education   (Gerardl
lL
et   al.,1984).      It   ls   almost   comparable   to   a   job   change,1.e..
from  SLP  to  secretary   (Click  &  Schubert,1981).     The  following  ls
a  time  line  description  of  the  IEP  process:
After   the  referral  and   consent   to   assessment,   1t   takes   one
to   two  weeks   to   complete   assessment.     It   also   takes   another   one
to   two  weeks   to  hold   the   IEP  meeting.     Teachers   report   that   the
IEP    ls    usually   written   within   four   weeks,    "with   no   problem"
(Enell  &  Barrlck,1983,   p.   233).     It  appears  that  the  authors  are
not  Chlnklng  about  the  intent  of  PL  94-142.     It  ls  a  problem  when
a    child    is    not    seen    ln    therapy    f or    two    months    because    of
procedures .
The  extra  work  required  by  LEAs  only  cotnplicates  procedures.
It    also    adds    to    paperwork    and    time    away    f ron    therapy   with
students  who   truly  need   their  teachers   (Samecky  et   al.,1980).
The  following  are  quotes  f ron  authors  who  believe  the  IEP  process
adds  paperwork  and  ls  too  time  consuming:
"The    problem    of    IEPs    f or    SLPs    is    that    the    IEP    process
requires     considerable     paperwork"     (Dublinski.     1980,     p.     68).
"Another   major   issue    ln   developing   IEPs   is    time"    (Turnbull   &
Turnbull,1978,   p.127).
"Increases     occurred     in     papervork     and     report    writing"
(Blanchard   &  Nober,1978,   p.   81).
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"There   ls   an   increase   of   paperwork   required   to   comply   with
federal,    state,   and    local   program   standards"    (Samecky   et   al.,
1980,    p.131).
"ThL-     IEP     process     ls     usually    described     as     a    paperwork
'monster'    and    an    inefficient    time    consumer"    (Gerardl    et    al.,
1984'   p.   40).
People  originally  hired  to  facilitate  malnstreaming  are
spending   enormous   amounts   of   time  on  papervork  and   the
demands    of    due    process     spelled     out     in    PL     94-142;
students     and     teachers     are     not     getting     all     the
assl§tance   they   anticipated.      (Gllck   &   Schubert,   1981,
p.    327)
"High     caseload     requirements     in     many     state     and     local
education   agencies   prevent   SLPs   and   audiologists   from  providing
appropriate  services"   (Sarnecky  et  al.,1980,   p.131.)
"Many     state     and     local     education     agencies     require     IEP
procedures   that   exceed   the   requirements   of   PL   94-142"   (Sarnecky
et   al.,1984,   p.133).
"ASHA   Indlcaced    also    that    SLPs    and    audlologist§    spend    an
inordinate    amour`t    of    time    developing    IEPs"    (Dubllnske,     1980,
p.   70).
When   are    IEP    committees    going    to   meet    f or   planning?
How   can    time    for   parent    conf erences    be    found?      When
will   committee   members   actually  write   the   plan?     Will
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time    be     available     to     conduct     the     annual     review?
(Turnbull   &  Turnbull,   1978,   p.    12)
"When   all   the   tasks   of   IEP   development   are   considered,   one
wonders     lf     teachers    will    have     time     to     teach"     (Turnbull     &
Turnbull,1978,   p.    127).     At   least   ten  authors   are   ln  agreement;
IEPs  create  paperwork  and  consume   too  much   time.
The  Teacher's  View  of   the   IEP
In   welghlng   the   value   of    IEPs,    a   study   was   conducted   to
evaluate   special   education  techniques.     In  general,   there   seemed
to   be   considerable   dls§atlsfaction  with   various   aspects   of   the
IEP  process and   format, such  that  the  majority  of  the  staff  felt
that   the   time   spent  working  on  the   IEP  was   not  worth  the   ef f ore
(Skokie    School    District    68,     Ill.,     1983).       Some    people    feel
strongly   about   the   ill   effects   of   PL   94-142    (Gerardi,   et   al.,
1984) .
Hailed  by   some   of   its   supporters   as   a   "giant   step   for
handicapped     children,"     a     closer     analysis     of     its
implementatlons  lndlcates  that  lt  might  more  reasonably
be   evaluated   as   the   single  most   crltlcal  detriment   to
appropriate   education   for   these   children   (Gerardl,   et
al.,1984,   p.   40).
Teachers'   attitudes  and  perceptions  about  IEPs  vary,   ranging  from
enthusiastic    to   annoyed.      In   the   study   done    ln   Skokie   School
Dlstrlct   (1983),'  the   ma`jorlty   of   the   special   education   teaching
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staf f  viewed   lEPs  as  being  mildly  to  moderately  useful  1n  working
with   their   students.     However,   a   signlflcant   minority   view   IEP§
as  not  `iseful   at   all.     Only   26   percent   felt   that   the   time   spent
on   an   IEP   was   clearly   worth   the   effort   (Skokie   School   District
68,Ill.,1983).
Bogdan    (1983)    talked   about    the   degree   of    seriousriess   with
which  teachers  view  the  IEP.     He  reported  that  some  take  lt  quite
seriously   and   others   see   it   as   an  adninlstratlve   formality.     He
also   reported   that   while   the   IEP   ls   the   off iclal   plan   f or   the
student,   most   teachers   develop   an  unofficial   IEP.     The   official
IEP   ls  used   to  placate   all   those   involved,  while  the  unofficial
IEP  represents   what    is   actually   employed.      Bogdan    (1983)    even
suggested    that    the    diagnoses    and    pupil    descriptions    may    be
manipulated     to     have     the     of f icial     IEP     align    with     desired
placement.     F~e   called   the   committee   and   the   IEP   a   "front   stage"
(Bogdan,1983).     To   what   avail   is   all   that   work,   if   the   IEP   is
not  followed?
As   for  manipulation,   da   Sllva   (1982)   reported   on   a   teacher
who    was     told    by    an    administrator    that    because     funds    were
unavallable,   she  could  not  put  anything  ln  an  IEP  that  would  cost
money   for   the   school   dls``trlct.      This   illustrates   a   very   real
problen   faced   by   school   districts:      cost   of   colnpliance   with   PL
94-142.     Having   to   stay  wlthln  a  certain  budget,   but   still  being
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responsible  for  provldlng  an  appropriate  education  only  makes  IEP
writing  harder  for  the  SLP.
Foundations  of  the   IEP
Paradoxically,   despite   some   teacher's   negative   perceptions,
the       underlying       concepts       of       the       IEP       are       sound--both
philosophically  and  educationally.     ''The  problem  is   that   'truth'
carried    beyond    its     logical    relevance     results    in    decisions
that     frequently     are     far     removed     frotn    the    basic    knowledge
that   served   as   its   foundation"    (Gerardi   et   al..    1984,   p.    41).
Philo§ophlcally,   the  IEP  is  based  on  partlclpatory  democracy;   the
legal   right   or   political   opportunity   of   those   af f ected   by   a
public  agency's  decision  to  participate  ln  making  these  decisions
(Tumbull   &   Turnbull,1978).     The   educational   base   ls   the   trend
toward  individualization  of  instruction  (Gerardi  et  al.,1984).
Alternate  Means  of  Implementlng  the  IEP
The    only    way    to   make    something    exceptional    and   keep    lt
exceptional,      is      to      continuously      evaluate      lt,      and     make
improvements   lf   necessary.     Since   the   IEP   ls   relatively  new  and
has   not   been   proven   completely   dependable,   professlonals   cannot
perceive   lt,    in   its   present   form,   as   the   most   efflclent   way.
Teachers,   administrators,   and   researchers   all   over   the   country
see  the  need  to  develop  a  more  ef f lclent  tnean§  of  implenentlng  PL
94-142,   and   managing   IEPs   (Deno   &   Mirkln,1980).      Already,    some
alternatives   are   being   tested.      Data   based   IEPs   represent   one
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person'§   attempt    (Deno   &   Mlrkin.1980).      Computerized    IF.Ps   have
also  made   the  process  more  efficient   (Enell   &  Barrick.1983).     In
the   Skokle   study,    teachers   were   asked    to   make   st]ggesclons    for
improving    the    IEP.       The    two    main    suggestions    were    to    use    a
consistent    format    al`d    to    spend    less    time    filling    out    IEPs.
Another     innovative     idea     ls     a     project     called     the    Kentucky
Indivlduallzed   Kindergartens   (KIK)   which   is   a   program   f or   high
risk  children.     In   this   program,   there   is   a  group   of   indlvldual
specialists  composed  of  kindergarten  teachers,  LEA  personnel,   and
Field  Service  Consultants   (Bright  &  Cansler,1983).     Some  studies
actually  suggest   taking  therapy  time   to  perf om  the  tasks  of   the
IEP  (Turnbull  &  Turnbull,1978).     This  defeats  the  purpose  if   the
teacher  ls  not  there  to  teach  what  ls  in  the  IEP.
Conclusion
A    model    form    ls    necessary    for    all    educators     to    use.
Sarnecky   et   al.,    (1980)    report   that   SLPs   and   audlologists   are
searching  for  one  model  of   THE  model   to   follow   ln   developing   an
IEP.     Maher   (1980)   suggests   that   training   ln   the   development   of
conplete     IEPs     would     be     useful     1n     lmprovlng     overall     team
effectiveness   and   eff lciency.     This  would  be  good  especially  for
older    teachers    who    did    not    get     the    IEP    concept    in    their
education.     Lack   of   preparation   at   the   college   level,    lack   of
experience,     and    lack    of    tralnlng    may    prevent    teachers    from
feeling    competent    with    IEPs     (Gllck    &    Schubert,     1981).       Some
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programs    have    even    hired    consultants.       In     this    way,     after
lnformatlon   is   given   through   inservice   training,   the   consultant
is   available   to   the   teacher   who   ls   actually   preparing   the   IEP.
ASHA  has   invited   SLPs  with  concerns   over   the   amount   of   paperwork
and   time   involved   ln  developing   IEPs   and   implementing   PL   94-142,
to  submit   them  to  ASIIA  school  service  program   (Dubllnske,1980).
Chapter  Ill
METHODS   AND   PROCEDURES
Introduction
This  chapter  describes  the  subjects  and  methodology  involved
in   the   study.     The   instrument   employed   for   data   collection   and
statlstlcal   procedures   used   I-or   the   analysis   of   data   are   also
presented.
Subj ects
Thirty  subjects  were  employed  in  this  study,   29  female  and   I
male.     The   subjects   were   SLPs   from   two   North   Carolina   counties
(Forsyth  and  Watauga).    The  total  number  of  cllnicians  in  Forsyth
County   was   25   and   Watauga   County   employed   5.      All   SLPs   in   both
counties   were   involved   in   the   study.     As   described   in  Table   1,
the   caseload   range   was   21   to   90   students,   with   a  median   of   54.
The    mean    number     of     years     spent     practlclng     speech-language
pathology   ln   the   public   school   by   these   SLPs   was   7.85,   with   a
range  of  experience  from  I  year  to  23  years.
Instrumentation
This   study   enployed   a   checklist   IEP  which  was   developed   by
the   author   Co   satisfy   the   requirements   of   an   IEP   by   PL   94-142
(Office   of   the   Federal   Register,1985).      The   checklist   IEP   was
designed   to   save   time   and   to   generate   more   complete   IEPs.      The
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following   are    the    IEP    requirements    of   PL   94-142    and   where    lt
appears  on  the  checklist  IEP:
I.       Statement  of  the  child's  present  level  of  performance  -
Section  V.
2.       Statement  of  annual  goals  -Section  VI  part  A.
3.       Short  term  instructional  goals  -Section  VI  part  8.
4.       Statement    of    the    speclflc    educational    and    related
services  to  be  provided  to  the  child  -Section  VII.
5.       Extent   to  which   the   child  will  be   able   to  participate
ln  the  regular  program  -  Section  VII  part  8.
6.       Projected  date  of   lnitlatlon  of  services  -Section  VII
part  8.
7.       Antlclpated  duration  of  services  -Section  VII  part  8.
8.      Appropriate      objective      crlterla      to      determine      if
instructional   objectives   are   achieved   -   Section   IV   &
VI.
9.       Evaluatlve    procedures    to    determine    lf    instructional
objectives  are  achieved  -  Section  IV.
10.       Schedule  of  annu.al  review  -Section  I.
A     questionnaire     Was      developed      to     measure     the      SLP's
acceptance    of    the    checklist    IEP.      This    23-item   questionnaire
consisted   of   questions   regarding   the    subject's    ldentlflcatlon
lnforlnatlon  and  oplnlons  of  the  checklist  format.     Fowler's  book,
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Surve Research    Methods,    was    used 1n    the    development    of    the
questlonnalre   (Fowler,1984).
To     satisfy     the     design     of     this     study,     questions     IIm
(regarding   indlvlduality),   IIn   (regarding   time),   IIo   (regarding
efficiency)      and      IIr      (regarding      preference)      were      asked.
Addltlonally,   many   of   the   questions   dealt   with   tine,   some  more
directly  than  others.     The  exanlner  wanted  to  measure  the  degree
to   which   the   subjects   were   concerned   about   time   and   paperwork.
Subjects   were   also   asked   about   duplication   of   IEPs,   to   see   lf
there    was    a    waste    of    time.       Several    questions    dealt    with
inservice   tralnlng   on   the   IEP   process,    the   year   the   highest
degree    was    completed,     and    how    many    years    the    subject    had
practiced     speech     pathology     in     the     public     schools.       These
questions  were  used  to  ascertain  whether  the  subject  had  received
inservice   training   and   therefore  had   a   full   knowledge   of   IEPs.
The   subjects   were   also   asked   lf   they   were   satlsfled   with   the
handwritten   IEP    and   which    IEP   was    preferred.      Identlflcation
questions   were   asked    such   as    the   number   of    students    ln   the
subject's  caseload,  how  long  it  takes  to  complete  an  IEP,  and  how
long    (in   pages)    the   IEP   ls.      A   few   adjunctlve   que§tlons   were
posed.      Subjects   were   asked   how   long   at   the   beglnn]ng   of   each
school  year  lt  was  before  students  were  seen  and  whether  therapy
time  had  been  used   for  IEP  conpletlon.     Subjects  were  also  asked
lf  they  wanted  ASHA  to  develop  guldellnes  for  IEP  wrltlng.
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Methods
A  cover  letter,   a  description  of   the  project,   the   checklist
IEP  developed  for  the  study,   and  the  questionnaire  were  mailed  to
each   of   the   Forsyth   County   subjects   on   October   4,    1985.      These
documents  appear   in   the  Appendix.     The   examiner  was   present   at   a
Forsyth   County   monthly   meeting   of   SLPs   on   Oct:ober   10,    1985,   and
collected   the   questionnaires   personally.      Similar   packets   were
delivered    to    the    Watauga   County    SLPs    on   October    15,    1985    and
responses  were  collected  by  the  examiner  on  October   18,   1985
Statistical  Method
The   frequency   dlstrlbution   was   obtained   f ron   the   data   ln
order   to   analyze   questions   IIm,    IIn,    IIo,    and   IIr.      Item   IIm
dealt   with   whether   or   not    the    SLP   thought    the    checklist    IEP
indivlduallzed   a   student's   program   more.      Item   IIn   dealt   with
whether   the   checklist   IEP   took   less   time   to   complete   than   the
handwritten    IEP.       Item    IIo    asked    if    the    checklist    was    more
efficient  than  handwritten  IEPs.     Finally,   item  IIr  simply  asked
which  IEP  the  subject  preferred,  the  checklist  or  the  handwritten
IEP.
Correlations   between   certain   questlonnalre   ltetns  were   also
examined.     The   one-tailed   Student's   t-test   (.05)   and   Chl   Square
for    association    were    employed    to    determine    the    relatlonshlp
between   two   particular   items.      The   Student's    t-test    (.05)   was
used   to   examine    the    relationship   between   the   amount   of   years
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practicing  speech  pathology   ln  the   public   schools   and  whether  or
not   the   SLP  had   ever   received   lnservice   training.      Items   Id   and
Ij   were   employed   here.     The   Chl   Square   for   association  was   used
to   examine   correlations  between   several   pairs   of   items   f ron  the
questionnaire.        First     of     all,      a     correlation     between     the
preference  of   the   SLP   and  whether   the   SLP   thought   there  was  ever
any  duplication  of   IEPs  was   dratim.     Items   IIr  and   IIf  were  used.
Then,   a  correlation  between  the  preference  of  the  SLP  and  whether
or   not   the   SLP   was   concerned   about   time   and   paperwork   involved
was     studied.        Items     IIr     and     Iil    were     used.       Finally,     a
correlation  between  the  SLP's  satisfaction  with  their  current  IEP
and  whether   or   not   there  was   a   concern  about   time   and  paperwork
was  examined.     Items   111  and  IIi  were  used.
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Table   I
Identif icatlon  Information  of   SLPs
Subject         Years  of            Year  of       Caseload     Time   to              Average
Pub.   School       Highest          Size   *       Complete       Length   (1n
Experience          Degree                                  an   lEP  **       pages)   of
an  IEP
1                                 2                            1980                           4                           2                                 3
2                             23                           1955                           5                           2                                3
3                                6                           1977                           4                           1                                 3
4                               9                          1969                          2                          I                               4
5                               i                          1984                         5                         2                              4
6                                8                           1971                           3                           I                                4
7                                 8                            1981                            6                            1                                  2
89 815
13
15
11
24
14
24
25
KEY:    *
1  a  Less   than
2   =   21-30
3   =   31-40
4   =   41-50
5   =   51-60
=  less  than   1  hour     6  =  5-6  hours
=  1-2  hours                     7  =  more  than
=  2-3  hours                              6  hours
=  3-4  hours
=  4-5  hours
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Subject          Years   of            YL`ar  of       Caseload     Time   to               Average
Pub.   School       Highest          Size   *       Complete       Length   (1n
Experience         Degree                                  an   IEP  **       pages)   of
an   IEP
16                                  7                             1978                            5                             1                                   4
17                                 9                           1980                           6                            I                                 4
18                                 I                           1985                           3                           2                                 4
19                                 2                           1976                           5                           I                                 I
20                               6                          1970                         4                         2                               4
21                                 I                           1982                           3                           I                                 5
22                                7                           1979                          7                           I                                 3
238 611
523
424
433
312
721
322
533
KEY:    *
1   =  Less   than
2   =   21-30
3   =   31-40
4  =  41-50
5   =   51-60
=  less  than   I  hour    6  =  5-6  hours
=  I-2  hours                     7  =  more  than
=  2-3  hours                              6  hours
=  3-4  hours
=  4-5  hours
Chapter   IV
RESULTS
Results
The   frequency  distrlbutlon  was  obtained   in  order  to  address
the    three   main   questions   of    the    study;       I)    did    the    subjects
prefer   the   handwritten   IEP   or   the   checklist   IEP?      2)    did   the
subjects  think  the  checklist  IEP  was  more  efficient  and  took  less
time  to  complete?    and  finally  3)   did  the  subjects  think  that  the
checklist     IEP     adequately     indlviduallzed     the     program     f or    a
student?
The  frequency  distribution  of  subjects  concerning  hypothesis
one    is    presented.       Hypothesis    one    tested    whether    the     SLPs
preferred      the      checklist      IEP      over      the      handwritten      IEP.
Twenty-seven   subjects    (90%)    preferred   the    checklist    IEP   while
only     three     subjects      (10%)     preferred     the     handwritten     IEP.
Hypothesis  one  can  therefore  be  accepted.
Hypothesis    two    dealt   with    the   assumption   that    SLPs   will
think  the  checklist  IEP  ls  more  efficient  than  handwritten  IEPs.
Twenty-seven   subjects   (90%)   thought   that   the   checklist   IEP  would
be   more   efflclent,   while   only   three   subjects   (10%)   thought   the
checklist   IEP   would   not   be   more   efflclent.     Hypothesis   two   can
therefore    be    accepted.       The    subjects    were    ln    almost    total
agreement  on  the  aspect  of  time.     Twenty-nine   (96.7%)   thought  the
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checklist    IEP   would    save    tine,    while    only    one    Subject    (3.3%)
thought   the  checklist   IEP  would  not  save   Clme.
Hypothesis      three      stated      that      there      would      be      more
indlvlduality  of  a  student's  program  wlch  the  checklist  IEP.     The
subjects     were     almost     equally     divided     in     their     attitudes
concerning  lndlviduallty.     Fourteen  subjects   (46.7%)   thought  that
the    checklist    did    provide    indlvlduality,    while     16    subjects
(53.3%)   did  not   Chink  that   the   checklist  provided   lndlviduality.
Hypothesis   three   cannot  be   accepted.     Table   2   demonstrates   these
frequency  distributions.
Supplemental    infomation   was   also   obtained   from   the   data
analysis   to   examine   certain   relatlonshlps   between   questlonnalre
items.      The   Scudent's   t-test   was   used   to   examine   questionnaire
items  Id  and  IIj,  which  dealt  with  how  many  years  the  subject  had
been    practicing    speech    pathology    ln    the    public    schools    and
whether    inservlce    training    in    the   wrltlng    o£    IEPs   had    been
received.     There  was   no   significant  difference   at   the   .05   level
in   the  number  of  years   spent  practicing  speech  pathology   ln  the
public  schools  between  those  who  had  received  inservice  tralnlng
and   those  who  had   not.     The   t-value  was   1.36  with   28   degrees   of
freedom.
Chl  Square  for  assoclatlon  was  used  to  examine  Several  pairs
of    questionnaire    ltens.       Items    IIf    and    IIr    looked    at    the
correlation  between  which   IEP  the   subjects  preferred  and  whether
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the  subjects  tho`ight  there  was  ever  any  duplication  of  IEPs.     The
ran  Chl  Square  was  0.37  with  orle  degree  of   freedom.     Twenty-seven
subjects       (90%)       thought      there      was      duplication      of       IEPs.
Twenty-seven    subjects    (90%)    preferred    the    checklist    IEP.      The
data     suggested     that     the     subjects     who     thought     there     was
duplication    ln    the    completion   of   handwritten    IEPs,    tended    to
prefer   the   checklist   IEP.     Chi   Square   was   also   used   to  'study   a
correlation  between   subject   preference   and  whether   the   subjects
were   concerned   about   time   and  paperwork   involved   ln  handwritten
IEP   completion.      Items   111   and   IIr   were   employed.      The   ran   Chi
Square    was     19.29    with    one    degree    of    freedom.       Twenty-eight
subjects      (93.3%)     were     concertled     about     time     and     paperwork.
Twenty-seven  subjects   (90%)  preferred  the  checklist  IEP.     Results
showed    this    to    be    slgnlflcant    at    the    .05    level.      The    data
suggested  that  an  SLP  who  was  concerned  about  time  and  papervork,
also  preferred   the   checklist   IEP.     Finally,   Chl   Square  was  used
to   examine   the   correlation   between   items   ill   and   ill.      These
items  dealt  with  the  SLP's  satlsfactlon  with  the  handwritten  IEP
and  whether  or  not   there  was  a  concern  about   time  and  paperwork.
The   raw   Chl   Square   was   10.71   with   one   degree   of   freedom.      Only
five   subjects    (16.7%)    were   satlsfled   with    their    current    IEP,
while     28     subjects      (93.3%)     were     concerned     about     time     and
papervork.       Subjects    who    were    concerned    about     the    time    and
paperwork    tended    to    be    dlssatlsfled   with    their    current    IEP.
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Results   showed   that   this   relatlonshlp   ls   slgnlf leant   at   the   .05
level.     Table  3  demonstrates  the  Chl  Square  for  association.     The
data   suggested   that   SLPs   are   dlssatisf led  with  handwritten   IEP§
and   the   amount   of   time   and   paperwork   that   is   spent   completing
them.
Table  2.
D ls tribut ion .
Items Absolute                                Relative
Frequency                               Frequency
(Percenta
Item  M                              Y                                           14                               46.7%
Indivlduallt N                                               16                                  53.3%
Item  N  Less
1etlon  Time
Item  0
Efflclenc
I                                           29                                97.7°%®
N                                                 I                                     3.3%
Y                                            27                                90.0%
N                                                3                                  10.0%
Item  R                               HW                                          3                                10.0%
Preference                 CL                                  27                           90. 0%
HW  =  Handwritten
CL  =  Checklist
Y   =  Yes
N=No
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Table  3.
ChlS uare  for  Association.
Cross                         Count   &
Tabulat ions        Percenta
Dup.   by
Pref .
Pref
HWCL
Dup. 3                          24                       27
11.1%                88.9%                90.0%
0273
0.0%                90.0%                10.0%
327
10.0%               90.0%
Chl  Square  =  3.7  with   I  degree  of  freedom.
Pref .   by
Con,
Pref
HWCL
I                        27                     28
3.6%            96.4%                  93.3%
202
loo.0%               0.0%                     6.7%
227
loo.0%           90.0%
Chi  Square  =   19.28  with   1  degree  of  freedom.
Sat.   by
Con.
KEY:
pref .  =
dup.     =
sat.     =
Con,      =
HW=
CL=
Y=
N=
Sat.
Y
Con.                 3                        25                      28
Y          10.7%             89.7%                93.3%
202
N      loo.0%               0.0%                  6.7%
525
16.7%             83.3%
Chl  Square  =   10.71  with   1  degree  of  freedom.
preference
dupllcatlon
satlsfactlon
concern
handwritten
checklist
yes
no
Chapter  V
SUMMARY,    DISCUSSION.   AND   RECO"ENDATI0NS
Summary
This   study   had   three   purposes.      The   flrsc   purpose   was   to
determine    whether    or    not    the    checklist    IEP    individualized    a
student's   program   as   effectively   as   the   handwritten   IEP.      The
second   purpose   was    to   determine    lf    the    checklist    IEP   was   as
efflclent  as  the  handwritten  IEP.     Finally,   the  third  purpose  was
to  identify  which  IEP  the   SLPs  preferred,   the  handwritten  or  the
checklist .
Thirty   SLPs  were   the  subjects  involved  in  this  study.     Each
subject    read    a    descrlptlon    of    the    study    and    examined    the
checklist    IEP    developed    for   the    study,    and    then   completed   a
questlonnalre  concerning  the  checklist  IEP.
The   data  were   analyzed  by  means   of   frequency   dlstributlon,
the  Student's  t-test,  and  Chl  Square  for  association.
Discussion
In      order       to      have       a       successful       and      progressive
speech-language  program,   the   SLP  should  devote  the  major  portion
of   time   to   provldlng   direct   service   to   students.     Part   of   this
portion   of   time   must   be   spent   creating   workable   lesson   plans.
The   other   part   should   be   spent   executing   the   lesson   plans   and
doing  lt  effectively.     Paperwork  ls  a  part  of  every  job,  and  SLPs
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are   no   exception.      However,    for   the   SLP,    1f   paperwork   can   be
reduced,     then    more     time     is    used     creating    and     implenentlng
effective   lesson   plans.      SLPs   and   researchers   see   the   need   to
reduce   time   and   paperwork   required   to   complete   the   IEP   process.
Only   when    SLPs    have   more    time    will    they    be    able    to    better
lmplenent  PL  94-142.
It  appears  from  the  results  of  this  study  that  SLPs  reacted
positively    to    the    checklist    IEP.      The   data   from   this    study
implies  the  following:
I)       SLPs     prefer     the     checklist      IEP      instead     of      the
handwritten  IEP.
2)      The     checklist      IEP     ls     more     ef f icient     than     the
handwritten  IEP.
3)      The  handwritten  IEP  ls  no  better  than  the  checklist  IEP
when  the  aspect  of  indlviduallty  ls  considered.
While   it   doesn't   directly   relate   to   the  main   questions   of
the     study,     analysis     of     the     questlonnalre     does     add     other
lnterestlng   lnfomatlon.     For  example,   there  was  no  correlation
between   the  number   of   years   Subjects   had   been   practicing   speech
pathology   ln   the   public   schools   and   whether   or   not   they   had
received    lnservice     tralnlng    ln    IEP    completion.       There    was
however,    a   positive   correlation   between   the   questions   dealing
with     dupllcatlon     of     handwritten     IEPs      and      the     subject's
preference.     Results  of   the  data  analysis  suggest  that  because  a
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large   portion   of    subjects   think   that   there    is   duplication   of
handwritten   IEPs,   they  prefer   the  checklist   IEP.     There  was   also
a  positive  correlation  between  the  subjects'   preference  and  their
cotlcern    about     time     and     paperwork,     indicating     that    a    large
percentage   are   concerned.    and    therefore   prefer    the    checklist.
Indications  of   a  correlation  between  the  SLP's   satisfaction  with
the   handwritten   IEP   and   their   concerns   about   time   and   papervork
was  also  proven.     SLPs  who  are  coricerned  about   time  and  paperwork
are  not  satisfied  with  the  current,  handwritten  IEP.
The  results  of   this  study  suggest  that  the  subjects  are  not
satisfied  with  the  handwritten  IEP.     Time   and   paperwork   involved
make  it  difficult,   if  not   lmposslble,   for  SLPs   to  accomplish  all
the   work    that   must    be    accom|]1ished.      When    examining    all    the
components    of    the    SLP's    responslbillties,    the   most    important
aspect    ls    therapeutic    time.      SLPs   know    this    and   want    a   more
efficient  means   of   perfomlng   the  job.     Therefore,   the   subjects
accepted   the   checklist   IEP   and   gave   encouraging   comments.     Over
one-half   of   the   subjects   wrote   emphatically   that   the   checklist
IEP    Would     save     time.       The     following     comments    were    made     by
subjects  when  asked,   "what  did  you  like  about   the  checklist  IEP?"
"The  efficiency  of  this  IEP,  yet  lt  doesn't   take  long  to  do.
I  am  not  satlsfled  with  the  handwritten  IEP."
"It   is  more  speclflc,   takes   less   time,   and  will   improve  the
consistency  of  IEPs  at  various  schools."
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"It   ls   more   time   eff icient   so   that   you   can   begin   therapy
sooner   in   the   school   year.     Also,   1t   ls   more   uniform   throughout
the  system."
"I   liked   all   of   it!      Full   of   the   details   you   would   need.
Would  help  us  to  be  more  uniform.     Plus,   1t   saves   tine."
''Gives  concise  lnformatlon."
"The  level  of  performance  ls  ln  layman's  terms."
"Everything ! "
''Handwritten  ls  ideally  the  best,  but  with  ca§eload  size--1t
is  not  feasible."
"Goals  well-stated  and  would  be  easily  followed  for  therapy.
I  like  the  phoneme  errors  broken  down  by  phonological  placement."
"Easier  to  read."
''More  specific  than  handwritten  IEPs."
''I'd  like  to  See   IEPs  computerized."
Many   corllments  were  made  about   speclflc  portions   of   the   checklist
IEP.      Those    §ectlons    liked   best   by   subjects   were    the    Present
Level  of  Performance  and  Goals/Objectives  sections.
Recormendatlons  for  Further  Study
It  was  found   that   the  checklist   IEP  did  not   lndlviduallze  a
student's  program  any  better  than  the  handwritten  IEP.     More  work
needs    to   be    done    to   better   provide   indlvlduality.      More   data
should  then  be  collected  to  examine  this  aspect.
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An   ]nportant   consideration   for   further   research  would  be   to
create     a     checklist     IEP     for     voice,     fluency,     and     language
disorders.     Language  would  be   the  most   challenging  of   the   three.
A    few    SLPs    who    were     consulted    during     this     study    expressed
negative    reactions    to    the    idea   of    a    language    checklist    IEP.
These     SLPs     indicated     that     that     would     be     too     much     of     an
undertaking  because   language  was  too  broad  for  one  IEP.
A   longltudlnal   study   ls   another   possibility.     The   programs
of    students    under    a    handwritten    IEP    and    students    under    a
checklist   IEP   could   be   compared   to   determine   which   ls   the   most
productive  and  successful  program.     This  study  could  also  be  used
to   see   under   which   program   the    SLP    spent   more    time   with   the
student ®
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APPENDIX   A
I)ear  Speech-Language  Pathologist :
I    am    currently   working    on   ny   Master's    Degree    ln    Speech
Pathology    at   Appalachian    State    University.      In   an    effort    to
complete  my  degree   requirements,   I  have   recently   started  working
on  my  Master  of  Arts  Thesis.
Enclosed,  you  will  find  the  abstract,  a  check  list  fomat  of
the    IEP    that     I    have    developed.    and    a    short    questionnaire
regarding  your   opinions   on  ny   check  list   IEP.     Please   take   the
tine   to   review  these  and   complete  the   questionnaire.     I  will  be
present   at   your   meeting   on   Thursday   October   10,    1985,   and   will
collect  them  then.     Please  remember  to  bring  them  at  that  time.
Thank  you  for  your  time  and  cooperation.
Sincerely,
Any  Hood
APPENDIX  a
Check  List  IEP  Questionnaire
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APPENDIX   8
Check  List  IEP  Questlonnalre
I.       a.   Name  of  supervisor
b.  Total  number  of  clinicians  ln  the  school  system
c.   Total  number  of  students  in  therapy  system-wide.
d.   How  many  years  have  you  been  practicing  speech
pathology  in  the  public  school?
e.  What  year  did  you  finish  your  highest  degree?
11.       a.  Do  all  of  the  cliniclan§  within  your  school  system  use
the   same   IEP?
b.  What  is  the  average  caseload  per  cllnlclan?     Please
circle.       Less    than    20.     21-30,     31-40,     41-50,     51-60,
61-70,   71-80,   81-90,   more   than  90.
c.  What  ls  your  caseload  currently?     Please  circle.     Less
than    20,     21-30,     31-40,     41-50,     51-60,     61-70,     71-80,
81-90,   more   than  90.
d.  Approximately  how  long  does  it  take  a  clinlcian  to
complete  each  IEP?     Please  circle.     Less  than  one  hour,
I-2  hours,   2-3  hours,   3-4  hours,   4-5  hours,   5-6  hours,
more  than  6  hours.
e.   How  long  i§  your  average  IEP?     Please  circle.     I  page,
2.   3,   4,   5,   6,   7,   8,   9,   10,    10+  pages.
f .   Is  there  ever  any  duplication  of  IF.Ps   (in  other  words,
do   you   ever   f eel   that   you   are   writing   the   same   thing
over  and  over  again?)     Please  circle    Yes                      No
9.   Approximately  how  long.   at  the  beginning  of  each  year,
is    it    before    you    actually    start    seeing    students?
Please   circle.      3   days.    i   week,    2   weeks,    3   weeks,    1
month,    I   &   one-half   months,   more   than   I   and   one-half
months ,
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h.  Have   you   ever   taken   therapy   time   during   the   year   to
complete  IEPs,  have  IEP  conferences,  or  annual  reviews?
Please  circle.     Yes                      No
1.  Are  you  concerned  about  the  amount  of  time  IEPs  consume
and  the  paperwork  involved?     Please  circle.     Yes           No
j.  Have   you   ever  had   in-service   training   ln   the   content
and  writing  of  IEPs?     Please  circle.     Yes           No
k.  Would  you  like  ASIIA  to  develop   guidelines   for  wrltlngs
IEPs?     Please  circle.     Yes   ,          No
1.  Are    you    satlsfled    with    your    current    IEP?       Please
circle.     Yes                No
in.  Do   you   think   that   the   check   list   IEP   lndlvldualizes
children  more  than  "handwritten"   IEPs?     Please  circle.
Yes                   No
n.  Do   you   think   that   the   check   list   IEP   will   take   less
time    to    complete    than    "handwritten"    IEPs?       Please
circle.     Yes                    No
o.  Is  the  check  list  IEP  more  efflclent  than  your  current
IEP?     Please  circle.     Yes                No
p.  Do  you   like   any  aspect   of   the   check   list   IEP?     Please
circle.     Yes                    No
q.   Is  yes,  What  do  you  like  about  the  check  list  IEP?
r.  Which   IEP   do   you,   as   a   professional,   prefer?     Please
circle.     Handwritten  IEP           Check  list  IEP
APPENDIX   C
Check  List  IEP  for  Artlculatlon  Disorders
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APPENI)IX   C
Check  List  IEP  for  artlculatlon  disorders
I.   Student
Address
IEP  f ron
11.   Placement  Comittee
Name Posltlon
Speech  Pathologist
Referring  Teacher
Principal
Parent
Ill.  Parental  Agreement
I  have  had  the  opportunity  to  participate  in
the   development   of   the   Individual  Education  Program  for  my
child.
I  agree  with  the  IEP.
I  dl§agree  with  the  IEP.
date
IV.   Dlagnostlc  Tests
Parent' s  Signature
date  tested
a.  Arizona  Artlculatlon  Prof lclency
Scale
b.   Fisher-Logeman  Test  of  Artlc.
c.   Goldman  Frlstoe  Test  of  Artlc.
d.  Templln-Darley  Tests  of  Artlc.
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e.   Weiss  Comprehensive  Test  of  Artlc.
f .  other
8.   Other
V.   Present  Level  of  Performance
A.      Intelligibility
speech  is  nomal
errors  are  occasionally  noted  ln
continuous  speech
speech  is  understandable  although
noticeably  ln  error
speech  ls  dif f lcult  to  understand
speech  is  unlntelllglble
8.       Phonemes  in  Error
stops   (p,  b,   t,  d,  k,  g)
VI.  Goals/Objectives
A.       General  Goals
frlcatlves  (in,  f ,
:::::::t::,¥;13)
glides  (v,  j)
glottal  (h)
v,3.J.  s,  z.)
::::::ai:,(:,43,  in.  w)
::::::::::::s`:6xT)
velars  (k,  g)
s  blends  (sl,
r  blends  (fr,
1  blends   (sl,
date  attained
The  student  will  be  able  to  ldentlfy
audltorllly  the  target  phoneme  when:
paired  with  the  substituted  sound.
paired  with  other  sounds.
used  ln  syllables.
used  ln  words.
used  in  sentences.
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The  student  will  be  able  to  describe  the
appropriate     tongue,      teeth,      and     lip
placement  for  target  phoneme.
The  student  will  be  able  to  produce  the
target      phoneme      both      correctly      and
incorrectly,      on     command      (to      insure
his/her  ability  to  discrlmlnate) .
8.       Correction  of  Phonemes
The  student  will  use  the  target  phoneme
in  isolation,  vowels,  and  syllables  with
80      percent      accuracy      during      three
consecutive  sessions.
The  student  will  use  the  target  phoneme
ln  words,  phrases,  and  sentences  with  80
percent          accuracy         during          three
consecutive  sessions.
The  student  will  use  the  target  phonetne
ln    reading    with    80    percent    accuracy
during  three  consecutive  sessions.
The  student  will  use  the  target  phonene
in   conversatioh   with   the   SLP   with   80
percent          accuracy         during          three
consecutive  sessions.
The  student  will  use  the  target  phoneme
ln  conversation  with  someone  other  than
the  SLP  with  80  percent   accuracy  during
three    consecutive   sessions    (to    insure
generallzatlon) .
The  student  will
ln      conversation
interval  without
accuracy.
The  student  will
ln     conversat ion
interval  without
accuracy.
use  the  target  phonetne
af t er      a      two-week
therapy  with  80  percent
use  the  target  phoneme
af ter     a      f our-week
therapy  with  80  percent
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VT.I.      Placement
A.       Therapy   type
a.
Group  therapy
Individual  therapy
Inltlation  and  Duration  of  Services
Date  therapy  ip.itiated
Minutes  ln  therapy  per  session
Number  of  sessions  per  week
Days  of  therapy
Number  of   tlme§  consulting  with  classroom  teacher
per  month
6.       Number  of  times  consulting  with  parents  per
semester
7.       Estimated  number  of  weeks  of  service
8.       Duration  of  service                            .
9.       Percentage  of  time  ln  regular  classroom
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